ABSTRACT
This study aims to analyze idiom translation in two Chinese translated versions of C.S. Lewis' English novel Narnia: The Magician's Nephew. The English novel was translated into Chinese as 納尼亞傳奇:魔法師的外甥 (Naniyà Chuanqi Mofàshì De Waishìng) by Mi Yi Mei (米友梅) from Mainland China and 納尼亞傳奇:魔法師的外甥 (Naniyà Chuanqi Mofàshì De Waishìng) by Peng Cian Wun (彭倩文) from Taiwan respectively. This study consists of four parts. The first one aims to examine Mi's idiom translation strategies, and to comprehend which strategy is mostly used and least used in her translation. The second one aims to explore Peng's idiom translation strategies and to know which strategy is mostly used and least used in her translation. The third one intends to make a comparison between two versions and to recognize their similarities and differences. The last one aims to find out the translation strategies that Baker (1992) did not mention, but other scholars or researchers did mention. The result of the study showed that the strategy of normal expression was mostly used by Mi and Peng and the strategy of idiom-for-idiom translation was least used by them. And Liu's (1997), Chen's (1997), and Nida & Taber's (1969) image-word translation strategy were not mentioned in Baker (1992).
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